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Unit 1 Foundations of Govt.  

Students will analyze political theories, features of a state, components of government and 
institutions which allow it to carry out its purpose and function effectively. Students will 
evaluate the relationship of the citizen to government in various structures of government. 
Evaluate limited government, rule of law and the efficacy of citizens in the governing 
process, including evaluating the advantages and disadvantages in the distribution of 
power of government system.  

Dates Unit Test Date 

Aug. 20- Sept 5 Foundations of Government September 5 

Sept 9-24 Constitutional Foundations September 24

Sept 25- Oct 24 Constitutional Principles October 24 

Oct 25- Nov 2 Federalism November 2 

Nov 5- Nov 14 Institutions of Government November 14 

Nov 18- Dec 11 Political Process and 
Participation Dec 11 



Unit 2 Constitutional Foundations  

Students will understand the core principles that have guided the creation and 
development of government in America. These principles developed over time and were 
influenced by historical examples such as British heritage, American experiences, and the 
expression of political philosophies. 

Unit 3 Constitutional Principles  

Students will demonstrate an understanding of foundational political principles in the 
Constitution and evaluate the establishment of the three branches of government as an 
embodiment of Constitutional principles. Explain the importance of civil liberties found in 
the Bill of Rights and the historical events and changing political culture which incorporates 
these protections into state level governments. Evaluate the role of citizens in changing 
public policy and the judicial system to better reflect the goals outlined in the Constitution. 

Unit 4 Federalism  

Students will analyze the division of power in our federalist system and identify and explain 
conflicts and the role of the judiciary in solving these conflicts. Students will evaluate 
historical documents and Supreme Court cases to reflect how state governments work and 
relate to the federal government in federalism. Students will draw conclusions on how the 
state and local governments working relationships involve both cooperation and conflict. 

Unit 5 Institutions of government  

Students will evaluate the formal and informal structure, role, responsibilities, and authority 
of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of the national government as the 
embodiment of Constitutional principles. Analyze the institutional and organizational 
structure of government, including the committee system in Congress and legislative 
oversight that allows it to carry out its purpose and function effectively. Students will 
identify and explain the Constitutional powers of the president and the development and 
expansion of the bureaucracy to carry out executive duties. Students will evaluate the 
principle of judicial review as a check of power on the other branches. 

Unit 6 Political Process and Participation  

Students will examine the concept of political participation, and its role in a Democracy. 
Students are introduced to the role American citizens play in their government. The 
history of voting rights, how states decide who can vote, the effects of civil rights laws, 
voter turnout, and the various factors that affect the way in which people vote are all 
examined. The two-party political system as well as the effect minor parties have on the 
elections is also discussed. As a part of political participation, students will also look at 
how candidates are nominated to run for public office, how elections are conducted, and 
the role of money in the electoral process. Finally, students will look at the role public 



opinion plays in American politics and examine the various types of interest groups and 
the influence they have on public opinion and policy. 

Academic Responsibility  
The educational process is a shared responsibility.  My responsibility is to provide you the 
space and opportunities to learn and grow.  It also means that you, as a student, must take 
ownership of your own learning. How?   You are expected to read, study, and complete 
homework assignments and projects, contribute to the collective learning environment, and 
put for effort to the best of your ability. 

Attendance 
Students are expected to attend and be on time for class daily.  Please see the LMS for any 
missed assignments or speak with your group members in the event that there is a project.   

Homework, Online Assignments, and Classwork  

Homework (paper only) is due at the beginning of class in the RED inbox on the counter.  
It is your responsibility to turn the work in on time.   

If you have issues, please see me immediately.   

Online assignments will have a solid due date listed.  Normally, assignments will be due by 
11:59pm the day that they are due.  Please check the due date and time of each 
assignment.   
If there is a problem with an online assignment, please do one of the following:  

Email the teacher at bwoodard@acpsd.net    

Less complex classwork assignments are due at the close of the class period in which it 
was assigned.   

In the event that you have a question, please feel free to reach out on Schoology in the 
class discussion section at any time.  You never know, someone else could have the same 
question.   

Classroom Rules  

We will create the rules democratically on the first day of school  

Grading Distribution  

Tests 50% 
Classwork/Projects  25%   
Homework 25%% 
Final exam- 20% of your semester grade 

mailto:bwoodard@acpsd.net


Additional Assignments 

Tests- We will have 6 unit tests for each unit.  These tests will be multiple choice in nature 
and will be taken on computer.   

Projects- Projects will include podcasts, videos, a research paper and hopefully a field 
studies trip. All project deadlines have a hard deadline.  No extensions. Projects will be 
submitted via computer.   

Research Paper  

Students will complete a 3 page research paper. Students should select from one of the 
topics below.    
3 Pages typed  
Double Spaced  
12 pt. Font  
MLA Format for Paper and Citations  
Must include at least 5 Sources.   

1. Explain how executive orders have been used by presidents throughout the history of 
the U.S. What is the number of executive orders issued by the current president? 

2. In your opinion, which of the three branches has the most power? Defend your answer. 
3. Which of the rights guaranteed by the First Amendment do you consider the most 

important? Explain your answer.  
4. Explain the role of social media in connecting interest groups that have grown 

stronger as the major political parties have grown weaker.  
5. Explain why the media has been called the fourth branch of government. Include your 

opinion on whether this is an accurate portrayal. 
Your topic is due on September 6, 2019  
Your outline is due October 1, 2019 
First Draft is due November 1, 2019  
The Final Draft is due on December 2, 2019 
Podcast Project  

You will be placed in groups of 4 and your assignment is to create a podcast where you 
discuss issues in current news that are related to topics that we are talking about in class. 
You will be given class time as well as Mustang Hour time to complete this task.  Your group 
will have to complete at least 2 podcasts before the end of the semester. I will provide a 
rubric as well as a calendar for due dates.  


